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Nippo 1.9 headlamp with ADS/ Advanced Dimming System,
cold and warm light
Product code: AHL0013

Specification:
Safety lock:

Charging time: 3h

Operation time: Cree 100% 2h 50min, 10% 53h;
Nichia 100% 8h, 10% 70h

Colour filters: Cree cold white, Nichia warm
white

Charger: kabel microUSB

Light output: Cree 190 lm/ 1 580 cd; Nichia 55
lm

Headlamp strap:

Adjustable head angle:

Series: Adventure Line

Weight: 69 g

Waterproof: IPX4

Shockproof: 1m

Dimensions: 59 × 46 × 40 mm

Light Distance: 80 m

Power supply: microUSB, Li-ion battery 3.7V
1200 mAh

Light source: Cree® XP-G2 + 4 × 5mm
Nichia® LED

: 69

Product description

With higher output and rechargeable, the Nippo 1.9 RC takes the series to a whole new level. Outfitted with 2 light sources, the Nippo 1.9
RC releases a tsunami worth of power. A Cree 190 lm LED provides a strong spot beam for up to 80 meters. The 2 Nichia warm light LEDS
prevents reflection on tasks close at hand or reading without annoying glare. Charged via USB directly in the light’s head, the Nippo 1.9 RC
eliminates the heavy and cumbersome battery cage and cable for all night comfort and packing ease.

Rather than preselected power modes with large jumps, Nippo 1.9 possess Mactronic’s propriety “Advanced Dimming System” (ADS) for
smooth brightness control. ADS gives an infinite adjustment to power the lamp on your head exactly for each task at hand.

An intelligent memory function remembers the last output used, resuming the last ADS setting employed. Handy when hiking or hunting to
prevent temporary blindness due to a bright beam or scaring off game.

The switch lock prevents accidental battery drain during storage and transport, making sure the Nippo 1.9 won’t let you down when you
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need to set up camp or navigate a tricky trail.

A 90o adjustable head puts the light right where you need it regardless of your position.

With a waterproof rating of IPX4 and shock resistance of a meter, the Nippo 1.9 is Sumo tough as it is stylish.
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